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Abstract
Objectives To determine how often reprints of scientific
publications are shared online, whether journal readership level
is a predictor, how the amount of file sharing changes with the
age of the article, and to what degree open access publications
are shared on non-journal websites.
Design The internet was searched using an application
programming interface to Google, a popular and freely
available search engine.
Main outcome measures The proportion of reprints of journal
articles published between 1994 and 2004 from within 13
subscription based and four open access journals that could be
located online at non-journal websites.
Results The probability that an article could be found online at
a non-journal website correlated with the journal impact factor
and the time since initial publication. Papers from higher
impact journals and more recent articles were more likely to be
located. On average, for the high impact journal articles
published in 2003, over a third could be located at non-journal
websites. Similar trends were observed for the delayed or full
open access publications.
Conclusions Decentralised sharing of scientific reprints
through the internet creates a degree of de facto open access
that, though highly incomplete in its coverage, is none the less
biased towards publications of higher popular demand.

Introduction
Widespread access to the internet has changed the paradigm of
scientific publishing and research. For publishers, the internet is
not just an alternative to the traditional print medium but a
superior one that enables a broader range of content to be pro-
vided, such as animations, searchable databases, and large
datasets. It also lowers the barriers to publishing, providing
immediate worldwide electronic dissemination at a lower cost.1

Consequently, an increasing number of journals are being pub-
lished in many different specialties, leading to greater potential
subscription costs in a time of shrinking library budgets. For
researchers, however, increased costs may impede their ability to
access scientific research. The lower cost of electronic publication
and dissemination in combination with increases in total or
potential subscription costs has given rise to the recent debate
about “open access”—moving from a publishing model where
readers pay for access to one where authors pay for
publication.2–5 Recently, the National Institutes of Health
announced its intention to require open access publication of all
its funded research,6 7 which could profoundly affect subscrip-
tion based journal publication.

The crux of the open access debate primarily argues that
costs will prevent some people from accessing published
scientific research. As the Wellcome Trust accurately notes, “the
benefits of research are derived principally from access to
research results.”8 Certainly, this access is important to further
both future research efforts and public education, but there is a
factor in this debate that has been neglected because the extent
to which it occurs is unknown. While some scientific publications
may not have been published in an open access journal, they are,
none the less, openly accessible to the public on non-journal
websites9 and can be located by using freely available internet
search engines. This phenomenon is largely unstudied and per-
tinent to the open access debate, as arguments about barriers to
access should take into account free alternative means of
access—to the extent that they exist. Without a better
understanding of how commonly scientific publications are
shared online, what types of publications are shared, and
whether or not this is changing as we progress further into the
internet age, it is difficult, if not impossible, to factor this in at all.

I examined the extent of scientific file sharing, including how
commonly scientific publications are shared online, whether
journal readership level is a predictor, how the amount of file
sharing changes with the age of the article, and to what degree
open access publications are shared on non-journal websites.

Methods
I wrote a program in Visual Basic .NET to read Medline records
and interface with the Google application programming
interface (API), which is also available in Visual Basic .NET, ena-
bling queries to be sent to Google in an automated manner (that
is, without a user having to type in each one manually).

Selection of journals
I chose 13 subscription based journals for analysis on the basis of
their 2002 journal impact factor, which correlates with the level
of readership (box). All journals had articles indexed in Medline
dating back at least to 1994 and were subscription based. Four
journals had high impact factors, five had relatively low impact
factors, and four had impact factors around 10 (medium range).
Impact factors were obtained from ISI’s Journal Citation
Reports.10

The query target
As my query target I chose PDF files rather than HTML files for
several reasons. Firstly, because all necessary information (such
as figures and tables) is in one file, it is easier to post a PDF than
recreate a HTML file with all associated images. Secondly,
journal reprints are typically distributed as PDF files and readers
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prefer them because they can be printed out without loss of for-
matting (in HTML, tables and figures are often separate from the
main document). Other formats that permit this (such as Micro-
soft Word or Postscript) were relatively uncommon among arti-
cles indexed in Medline (data not shown). Thirdly, PDFs enable
specific page numbers to be used as part of the query.

Constructing Google queries to locate Medline articles
online
Constructing queries with the digital object identifier (DOI) cor-
responding to each published article would be an ideal means of
retrieving articles as DOIs are unique. Unfortunately, though
DOIs are recorded by PubMed, they are not provided in the dis-
tributed version used to obtain article information. Even if they
were, there is still variance among and within journals regarding
the inclusion of DOIs within reprints (PDFs), and most journals
adopted their DOI inclusion policy at varying points within the
period being studied (1994-2004).

I therefore had to design highly restrictive queries to send to
Google, the goal being to return only unique matches in
response to the query. To narrow the search results to include
only the PDF of the full text Medline article being queried rather

than other articles that cite it, I had to include information other
than words or phrases normally found within citations, such as
title and author names. The first query term was the rarest of the
authors’ last names, which I determined by calculating frequen-
cies of all last names of authors within Medline. The second
query term was the rarest word found within the authors’ affilia-
tion field to help screen out Google matches to citations (which
include authors’ names but not affiliation information). Thirdly, I
used the title in quotes so that only exact matches would be
returned. I excluded Greek letters commonly used in gene
names from queries because of the frequent disparity between
Medline entries and actual article titles. For example, a Medline
title might contain the string “TGF-beta 1 protein” but the corre-
sponding journal article might read “TGF-� 1 protein,” which
would not be located by the Google queries used. Thus, the
query string used for this paper would be split around this char-
acter (“TGF-” “1 protein”).

One of the most important narrowing criteria for keyword
queries was the use of implicit page numbers, which are
normally not present within HTML files but are present within
reprints. For example, when the information “p. 341-5” is part of
a reference, this explicitly states that page 341 is part of the cita-
tion and implies that so are pages 342, 343, 344, and 345. These
implicit page numbers screen out false positive results that arise
from self citation, which is relatively common. When an author
cites his or her own work, affiliations associated with the cited
work will probably be present in the citing paper and there is a
higher probability that, due to continued collaborations, the
same rare author name might also be present in the citing paper.
Plus, implicit page numbers reduce the probability that the arti-
cle being returned is from a self archived document before peer
review, a practice that has grown in some specialties11 with
acceptance varying among journals. This search process will
miss versions of articles that differ from journal reprints. BMJ, for
example, has an ELPS (electronic long, paper short) policy that
creates two PDF versions—one as it appears in the journal and
the other with additional or supplementary information that, out
of necessity, has a different page numbering scheme. In these
cases, the queries will only find the (shorter) journal reprint ver-
sion.

Queries submitted to Google were thus of the form: “ < rarest
author last name > < rarest affiliation word > < first implicit
page number (if one exists) > < second implicit page number (if
one exists) > < exact title (in quotes) of article being queried > .”
Once query results had been compiled, I sorted them by URL
and excluded websites associated with the journals from analysis.
I restricted analysis to papers classified by PubMed as “journal
articles” because non-research articles such as commentaries
and editorials tend to have fewer narrowing criteria (that is, they
have fewer author names, affiliation information is not always
present, and they are often one page long and thus have no
implicit page numbers). The end result was a list of journal arti-
cles indexed by Google and freely available online at non-journal
websites.

Benchmarking query recall
I chose the Journal of Biological Chemistry (J Biol Chem) to bench-
mark how well the constructed Google queries located Medline
articles online because J Biol Chem makes its articles open access
at the end of the calendar year.12 Although search engines also
index subscription only PDFs, which could also be used for test-
ing, journal policy with regards to permitting search engines
(“webbots”) access to index their website content is often
unstated and varies with respect to which search engines are

Journals analysed (impact factor)

Subscription based journals
New England Journal of Medicine (N Engl J Med) (32)
Nature (30)
Science (29)
Cell (27)
Current Opinion in Neurobiology (Curr Opin Neurobiol) (11)
American Journal of Human Genetics (Am J Hum Genet) (11)
EMBO Journal (EMBO J) (11)
Circulation (10)
Glia (5)
Prostate (3)
Nutrition Reviews (Nutr Rev) (2)
Chemotherapy (1)
Journal of Spinal Disorders (J Spin Disord) (0.7)

Open access journals
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (Proc Natl Acad Sci U
S A) (11)
Molecular and Cell Biology (Mol Cell Biol) (9)
British Medical Journal (BMJ) (8)
Journal of Biological Chemistry (J Biol Chem) (7)
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allowed (see standards for webbot exclusion13). Therefore, I
thought it preferable to benchmark using journals that have
declared certain content freely available to the public. Addition-
ally, J Biol Chem publishes more journal articles per year than
most other journals (roughly twice that in the next highest jour-
nal in the 17 examined), offering a greater sample size.

Online documents can be found by querying a search engine
only if the search engine itself has located and indexed them.
Thus, if queries locate only half of the journal articles known to
exist within Medline on a website that should contain all of them,
one might initially conclude that recall is low. However, search
engines are not comprehensive in their indexing of web accessi-
ble documents.14 Thus, before I could estimate query recall using
J Biol Chem, I had to measure the number of J Biol Chem journal
article PDFs indexed by Google. I downloaded the URLs corre-
sponding to the location of full text PDF articles published
between 1996 and 2003 from the J Biol Chem website and used
them as the query string submitted to the Google API. For
example, on the J Biol Chem website, the URL www.jbc.org/cgi/
reprint/275/2/1007.pdf corresponds to the PDF of a specific
Medline article published in J Biol Chem.15 When this URL is used
in a Google query, the link will be displayed if the URL is
indexed. I queried 45 282 PDF URLs from J Biol Chem on three
separate occasions in 2004: 1 July, 2 August, and 13 September.
The total number of article PDFs indexed by Google varied from
19 194 (42.4% of the total) on the July run to 25 084 (55.4%) on
the August run to 16 442 (36.3%) in September. This suggested
that overall statistics on query performance need to be gathered
as close as possible to the time the index benchmarking took
place.

To see if it was reasonable to use the rate of J Biol Chem arti-
cle indexing by Google as a measure of overall recall, I ran a
similar batch of queries on 9 August using 22 819 journal article
PDF URLs corresponding to articles published during the same
period (1996-2003) extracted directly from the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A) web-
site, finding a total of 4022 (18%). Thus, while query
performance versus indexed documents can be estimated, it is
difficult to extrapolate these numbers to estimate the true recall
of the queries (that is, what percentage of all web accessible jour-
nal articles are found). It should also be noted that the fraction of
PDFs locatable on one website does not necessarily reflect the
fraction that could be locatable on the internet in general. For
example, if these 22 819 Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A articles were
scattered across many websites instead of one, we cannot
estimate a priori how many would be found by Google (without
knowing the specifics of Google’s indexing software). To obtain
the answer, they would have to be queried individually as was
done here.

Results
Evaluating query performance (precision and recall)
I tested the ability of the constructed queries to find known jour-
nal article PDFs on the J Biol Chem website on 11-12 September,
and the table summarises the results. With the September run as
a benchmark, the approximate recall of the constructed queries
on indexed documents was 89% (SD 3%). Thus, the queries
should locate about nine out of 10 Medline documents that are
both located on the internet and indexed by Google.

I estimated precision by manually examining three sets of 50
PDFs identified as potential reprints of journal articles by the
Google queries. Each set of PDFs was chosen randomly from
within the entire list of queried article reprints and only PDFs
found at non-journal websites were examined. A query was con-
sidered successful only if the first PDF it returned corresponded
to the journal article being queried. I did not examine any other
entries after the first one. Six documents returned either a blank
page or a “404 not found” error, and these were excluded from
further analysis (URLs corresponding to the location of these
PDFs were examined on 16 September 2004). A total of 38/48
(79%), 37/48 (77%), and 34/48 (71%) top query results
corresponded to the article being sought. The mean precision
was 76% (SD 4%).

Journal queries
I queried 48 516 journal articles indexed by Medline within the
13 subscription based journals with a publication date between
January 1994 and July 2004. Figure 1 shows the results. Several
trends are apparent. Firstly, journals with higher impact have a
larger fraction of papers that can be found online at non-journal
sites. A two tailed t test comparing the areas under the curve for
high, medium, and low impact journals yielded: high v medium
(P < 0.02) and medium v low (P < 0.07) and high v low
(P < 0.0002). Secondly, for these journals, the probability a paper
could be found correlates with how recently it was published.
Thirdly, many of these journals showed a recent drop in online
availability. This is probably artificial, however, as journal
citations often appear in Medline after a paper is accepted for
publication but before it appears in print (or PDF), sometimes
several months before. It is also possible that online posting
tends to lag publication date.

For all the PDFs found online at non-journal websites, the
total number of unique root domains (for example, www.ou.edu
is the root domain for the website URL www.ou.edu/web/
academics) was 5086, and the most PDFs found at one root
domain was 138. This suggests that file sharing is highly distrib-
uted and that no central repository is contributing significantly
to this phenomenon. Figure 2 summarises the distribution of file

Benchmarking query efficiency with open access articles published in J Biol Chem*

Year Total articles published No (%) indexed No found offsite (% of total/% of indexed) No found onsite (% of total/% of indexed)

1996 4947 1819 (37) 181 (4/10) 1567 (32/86)

1997 4819 1760 (37) 174 (4/10) 1522 (32/86)

1998 4953 1777 (36) 217 (4/12) 1514 (31/85)

1999 5292 1829 (35) 297 (6/16) 1602 (30/88)

2000 5633 1987 (35) 394 (7/19) 1747 (31/88)

2001 6519 2219 (34) 435 (7/19) 2039 (31/92)

2002 6531 2294 (35) 451 (7/19) 2142 (33/93)

2003 6588 2757 (42) 417 (6/15) 2490 (38/90)

Total 45 282 16 442 (36.3) 2566 (6/16) 14 623 (32/89)

*Number of PDF based J Biol Chem articles indexed by Google varied by year, averaging about 36% of article URLs listed on J Biol Chem website. Averaging indexed PDFs by year, query
routine as described found average of 89% (SD 3%).
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sharing by top level domain (for example, “.edu” is the top level
domain for the URL above).

I also examined file sharing for four open access or delayed
open access journals. The free availability of these articles could
obviate the need to share them on non-journal websites—website
authors could just as easily provide a link to the journal’s PDF
rather than download and provide their own. On the other hand,
the free availability of articles might encourage them to be cop-
ied and shared.16 Over the same period (1994-2004) 102 404
articles were queried for Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, J Biol Chem, the
BMJ, and Mol Cell Biol (fig 3). Many open access articles were also
found at non-journal websites, with the same time dependent
trend. I used a t test used to compare the area under the curve of
these four open access journals with their subscription based
counterparts and found that their online availability trends were
more similar to the mid-range impact factor group (P < 0.46)
than the high (P < 0.003) or low (P < 0.24). As the impact factors
of these open access journals are in this mid-range, this suggests
that the probability that a journal article can be found on a non-
journal website is less a function of copyright or ownership than
it is of impact factor or journal readership levels.

Discussion
The number of full text scientific research articles openly acces-
sible online at non-journal websites correlates most strongly with
the publishing journal’s impact factor and inversely with time

since original publication. Cost barriers to access alone, however,
do not explain the prevalence of file sharing because a relatively
large fraction of open access and delayed open access
publications were also found on non-journal websites. Perhaps
some of this could be attributed to a “supply and demand”
model—a high demand from readers to view current important
papers is met by some party supplying the paper. Also, because
the online visibility and accessibility of an article or articles cor-
relates with readership and citation level,17 18 some authors may
simply be trying to increase awareness of their work. Or, perhaps,
somewhat cynically, file sharing may arise from a “trophy
effect”—the desire for researchers to display their
accomplishments—which would explain why high impact publi-
cations are more common online. Examination of some of the
URL names in the random samples taken, however, suggests that
several of them were probably intended to be there only tempo-
rarily (for example, URLs containing the word “journal_club”)
for the purpose of sharing important information. This would
also explain the observed trend as journal clubs tend to focus
more on recent and high impact developments. More studies will
need to be done, however, before motivations for sharing scien-
tific publications are better understood. The number of different
times that an article appears online and the number of websites
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it appears on could reasonably be considered an alternative
means of measuring the scientific impact of individual articles, as
could the number of citations identifiable within online publica-
tions.

One weakness of my study is that it is difficult to assess the
true fraction of journal articles accessible at non-journal websites
because of incomplete search engine indexing. Consequently,
the reported numbers almost certainly underestimate the real
numbers. This incomplete indexing is not specific to Google. I
also checked Yahoo and MetaCrawler by submitting a sample of
30 identical queries to each search engine requesting an exact
match on randomly chosen unique strings found within 30
PDFs. Yahoo and Metacrawler displayed similar performance,
although different engines failed to index different PDFs (data
not shown). This differential and incomplete coverage of search
engine indexes was previously noted by Lawrence,14 although his
1998 study did not include Google. The relatively low
proportion of indexed articles may be due partly to difficulties
searching PDF content. Early in the study, before I chose PDFs as
the query targets because of their implicit page numbers, I found
that HTML based articles were indexed at higher rates (data not
shown). The appearance of new search engines specifically for
academics, such as Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com),
should help researchers to locate these full text articles with
greater precision, although incomplete web page indexing will
probably remain an issue.

Finally, a straightforward interpretation of figure 1 suggests
that publications are becoming increasingly available online as
time goes by. It could be equally hypothesised, however, that
most of the observed trend is due to a relatively constant rate of
article posting in combination with a time dependent decay in
URL availability, which has been well established not only as a
general phenomenon but also in scientific publishing.19–21
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What is already known on this topic

The internet is unregulated and allows people to share files
of any type online, which sometimes includes copyrighted
works

Articles from subscription only journals may appear on
non-journal websites, sometimes with permission and
sometimes without

What this study adds

This study examined the posting of journal reprints on
non-journal websites and compared posting trends between
open access and subscription based journal articles

The higher the impact of the publishing journal and the
more recent the article, the more likely it is that the article
can be found online at a non-journal website
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